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Kakadu
Colours of Kakadu

2 Day Culture, People and Places

ethical adventures
do it right

“With ethical adventures you are not a tourist. 
You are our partner in fun, adventure and discovery.”

BOOK NOW

0488 44 2269

FEATURES

Max 6 guests
Focus on indigenous 
culture
90 minute Guluyambi 
culture cruise touching 
down on Arnhem Land
30 min scenic flight 
along Arnhemland 
escarpment
2 hour sunrise Yellow 
Waters cruise
Sunset and walk 
through at Ubirr Rock
Warradjan Culture 
Centre
Bowali Centre
Guided art walk at 
Nourlangie Rock
Visit to Anbangbang 
Billabong (seasonal)
Suite room at Anbinik 
Resort
Wildlife viewing at 
Fogg Dam Reserve

Comfort, relaxed pace, quality, 
safety & authenticity. These are the 
foundations. ‘Colours of Kakadu’ is 
the premium all-inclusive Kakadu 
indigenous experience. Focusing 
on aboriginal people, art and 
environmental interaction. With 
a max. 6 guests and hosted by 
dedicated local professionals. 

ITINERARY

Over 2 full days you will explore the Top 

Ends iconic Kakadu National Park on 
water, by land and in the air.  Moving 
through a multitude of environments, 
discovering the unique natural gems of 
Kakadu and learning of both past and 
present endeavors of the first Australians 
in the region. You will be met by 
indigenous locals on key inclusions who 
along with your ethical adventures host 

will guide you through the ages. 

DAY 1

Your journey begins with sunrise on 
culturally significant Fogg Dam where 
a myriad of wildlife reminds us of how 
nature is supposed to be.  Your education 
in traditional foods and crafts starts 
here also backed up by our homemade 
breakfast options.  Moving on to Kakadu 
we visit Bowali centre and then join a light 
aircraft scenic flight along the majestic 
Arnhem Land escarpment.  This is the 
only way to fully appreciate the scale, 
ruggedness and isolation of a region 
indigenous people have called home for 
over 60,000 years.   An aboriginal culture 
cruise down the crocodile haven of East 
Alligator River later in the day adds 
both culture and adrenaline with sunset 
nibbles  overlooking the floodplains 
Nadab lookout is a wrap.



Day 2

Enjoy sunrise on the award winning 2 hour Yellow Waters 
wildlife cruise before stepping into the comprehensive Warradjan 
Aboriginal culture centre for further indigenous insights.  This is the 
perfect buildup for a private guided walk later in the day amongst 
the ancient rock art of Nourlangie by a traditional custodian of the 
stories.  Our journey comes to an end when the last question is 
asked and our indigenous guide calls it a day.  
Back in Darwin by 6pm.

Scenic flight - Arnhem escarpment

Sunrise - Yellow Waters wildlife cruise

Wildlife & Culture Cruise

BROCHURE NOTE: The region this tour is conducted in can experience extreme weather conditions.  Due to this ethical adventures reserves 
the right to change the itinerary at the last moment or during the tour subject to our cancellation policy.   Please read our Terms & Conditions 
on our website prior to booking. This is most likely to occur from February to May. 

This tour requires a minimum of 2 persons to run.  Prices are valid until Nov 30th 2020. AGE RESTRICTIONS - Children under 8 years of 
age are not suitable for this tour. Children over 8 accompanied by adult are permitted.  FITNESS - Persons of moderate fitness and agility as 
evidenced by the ability to skip for 5 metres without having or thinking you will have a heart attack are suitable for this tour.

www.ethicaladventures.com.au | office@ethicaladventures.com.au
6 Harcus Court Malak, 0812 NT Australia 
Ph: 04 8844 2269 | ABN: 457 593 153 90
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$3750 Couple

$1950 Single

$1550 Child (8-17 yo)

Max.

6 Guests

DINING
The menu for all meals and snacks 

provided on tour are finalised just 

prior to each departure to allow 

for any dietary requirements. 

Dinner from Anbinik restaurant 

is  included.

PICKUP + DROPOFF 
We pick up from ALL private and 
commercial accommodation in the 
greater Darwin region (Palmerston 
by prior arrangement)

YOU BRING
An overnight bag of clothes 
and toiletries (2 short 
sleeve, 1 LS, 2 pair shorts 
/ walking pants, 3 pairs 
socks, jocks as required)

Hat, walking shoes (boots 
not required), camera, 
phone

Any medications☐

☐

☐

1 DAY - LITCHFIELD 
WANDERER

1 DAY - WILDLIFE & 
ENVIRONMENTS

1/2 DAY - DARWIN CITY 
LIFESTYLER

TERRITORY WILDLIFE 
PARK SHUTTLE


